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O U R STO RY

What do future schools look like? What must schools do to stay ahead and equip our learners to face the challenges of the future?
The WORLD EDULEAD (formerly known as World Educational Leadership Summit) has earned an admired reputation of effectively addressing the
most important issues facing education today.
In less than 8 years, this event is fast-becoming the most celebrated and prestigious event in education for the Asia-Pacific region, impacting over
6,500 delegates, 1000 organisations from 28 countries and 4 continents.
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One of the most
celebrated & important
event on education in the
Asia-Pacific, inspiring
thousands.
Sir Ken Robinson
Worldwide Authority on Creativity & Innovation

INTASE brings together
world-class thought
leaders to share insights
that will shape
tomorrow’s schools &
learning organizations.
Dr. Ron Ritchhart
Principal Investigator & Acclaimed Author,
Making Thinking Visible

H E A R T H E WO R L D S AY
INTASE is a world
leader in education
conferences that
feature world-class
insights in education
transformation
Emeritus Professor Michael Fullan
Worldwide Authority on School Reformation

I’m honoured to be
part of a top-class
event producing a
learning experience of
the highest quality.
Sir John Jones
International Expert,
Teacher Education and School Leadership

H E A R W H AT AT T E N D E E S S AY

www.worldedulead.com

THIS EVENT PROVIDES ACCESS TO SOME OF THE
PLANET’S BEST MINDS!
Mr James Mckee
Deputy Principal | Aldridge State High School, Australia

THE SUMMIT IS AN INSPIRATIONAL CONFERENCE
WITH WORLD-CLASS SPEAKERS RECOMMENDED
FOR ALL MINISTERS OF EDUCATION.
Mr James Larsen
Director | OneSchool Global, Australia

THIS WAS THE BEST PROFESSIONAL LEARNING
DEVELOPMENT THAT I HAVE EVER EXPERIENCED.
I AM INSPIRED AND REINVIGORATED.

I HAVE ATTENDED MANY CONFERENCES BUT THIS
IS ONE OF THE BEST. SPEAKERS ARE WORLDCLASS AND I AM GLAD I MADE IT.

Mr Simon Craggs
Deputy Head | Dilworth School, New Zealand

Miss Christine Bok
Director of Student Development | Anglo-Chinese School, Singapore

A REAL PARADIGM SHIFT THAT OPENED MY
MIND TO MANY POSSIBILITIES.

THE BEST COLLECTION OF EDUCATIONAL
EXPERTS AT ONE EVENT. THE SPEAKERS AND
TOPICS COVERED WERE OUTSTANDING!

Mdm Shirley Tee
Manager | Nanyang Polytechnic, Singapore

Dr. Gary Melton
Head of School | Mont'Kiara International School, Malaysia

I RECOMMEND THIS EVENT TO ANYONE SERIOUS
ABOUT LEADING A CHANGE THAT IS
MEANINGFUL, INNOVATIVE AND SUSTAINABLE.

SPEAKERS WERE EXTREMELY RADICAL &
PIERCINGLY TRUE, CHALLENGED ME TO BUILD A
FUTURE-READY LEARNING ENVIRONMENT.

Dr. Theresa Thang
Deputy Director | Institute of Technical Education, Singapore

Miss Sheryl Chen
Academy Officer | Academy of Singapore Teachers, Singapore

AN EXCITING INVITATION AND TIME TO MAKE
PRACTICAL YET VISIONARY CHANGE.

THE INNOVATIONS PRESENTED PROVIDED FUEL
TO RETHINK, REINVENT AND REVOLUTIONISE THE
TEACHING AND LEARNING FOR OUR SYSTEMS.

Mr Paul Alford
Deputy Principal | Western Springs College, Australia

Mrs Therese Hussey
Principal | Sacred Heart School, Australia
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CUTTING-EDGE STRATEGIES TO TRANSFORM EDUCATION

REVOLUTIONIZE

whole systems by examining
successful system change
across local, regional, and
central levels of the system

TRANSFORM

education using the 4 pillars:
engaging pedagogies, learning
partnerships, learning
environments & leveraging
digital technology

IMPLEMENT

7 evidence-based strategies
used by thousands of schools
over the past 35 years for
systemic success

RE-ENGINEER

how teachers teach & how
learners learn by challenging
our current approach of
delivering curriculum and
create the future of pedagogy
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ADOPT

3 interrelated powerful strategies:
joint determination, adaptability,
and culture-based accountability
to succeed as a school leader

INNOVATE

& disrupt current school
practices & curriculum by the
5 pillars of the mind, from the
latest neuroscience research

DISCOVER

6 principles in brain-science
learning by OECD to create
new pedagogical knowledge
for the teaching profession

SYNTHESISE

educational research and
neuroscientific studies to yield
scientifically substantiated best
practices in the art of teaching

IDENTIFY

through 10 worldwide case
studies, the key factors and
school leader’s role in
accomplishing success

RECOGNIZE

6 powerful ‘emerging discoveries’
to alter learning and provide
a basis for addressing inequity
and engaging all students in
meaningful learning

DESIGN

classrooms and lessons for
effective differentiation by
harnessing the power of
student voice

REFORM

schools for teacher leader &
student success using
evidence-based blueprints of
strategic planning and shared
leadership

ADMINISTER

practical ideas for educators and
leaders to enhance equity and
thereby excellence in every school

MAXIMISE

all students’ learning potential
by leading differentiation
efforts with 10 research-based
principles for schools

DISTINGUISH

facts from 70 neuromyths that “do
harm” in educational settings based
on the latest research by 40
thought-leaders from 11 countries

FOCUS

on the 6Cs of global
competencies: character,
citizenship, collaboration,
communication, creativity &
critical thinking

UTILISING

big & small data for
transformational change in
professionalism, collaboration
and trust in school leadership

HARNESS

6 revolutionary ideas for
schools to transform education
based on the latest research on
Mind, Brain and Education
Science

OVERCOME

and navigate challenges of
differentiation at systemic
levels for teachers and
educational leaders

STRENGTHEN

staff relationships using the
7 C’s of success
(Communication, Caring,
Commitment, Collaboration,
Consultation, Consistency, and
Celebration)

R E G IST R AT I O N & I N F O
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WHO SHOULD ATTEND

MASTERCLASS 15-16 APR
GRAND COPTHRONE WATERFRONT, SINGAPORE

CONGRESS 17-18 APR
DEVAN NAIR INSTITUTE, SINGAPORE

SCHOOL LEADERS

PRACTITIONERS

DECISION MAKERS

RESEARCHERS

Principals
Vice Principals
Heads of Department
Subject Heads
Level Heads
Managers

Teachers
Senior Teachers
Lead Teachers
Master Teachers
Lecturers
Academic Staff

Policy Makers
Directors
Deputy Directors
Assistant Directors
Superintendents
Policy Officers

Professors
Assistant Professors
Associate Professors
Research Fellows

PACKAGE

CONGRESS
2 Days Congress Only

MASTERCLASS
1 Day Masterclass Only

SUPER
Before
1 Feb 19

SGD

845

SGD

645

EARLY

Before
1 Mar 19

SGD

895

SGD

695

NORM
After & On
1 Mar 19

SGD

945

SGD

745

MASTERCLASS

SGD

SGD

SGD

SILVER

SGD

SGD

SGD

2 Days Masterclass Only

2 Days Congress + 1 Day Masterclass

GOLD

2 Days Congress + 2 Days Masterclass

1,195

1,295

SUMMIT TOPICS

Topics covered during the event are suitable for all audiences working at the elementary, middle, high and tertiary levels of education and ministries of education.

Principalship

Professional Learning Communities

Creativity And Innovation

Highly Effective School Culture Building

Brain-based Teaching And Learning

Global Future Leadership

Designing Assessment And Curriculum

Change Leadership

Innovative Pedagogy

Student Motivation

Middle Leadership

Academic/Teacher Coaching

Creative Leadership

Educational Technology and more

1,395
REGISTER ONLINE BEFORE

1,390

SGD

1,935

1,490

SGD

2,085

1,590

SGD

2,235

All package prices above are in net Singapore Dollars and covers lunch, teabreak and handbook. No GST required.
Full Terms & Conditions apply and can be found at www.worldedulead.com

1 FEB 19 | 1 MAR 19
TO SAVE UP TO

SGD300/pax
Full Terms & Conditions apply.

To register & know more, visit www.worldedulead.com

info@intase.org
ORGANISED BY:

I N TA S E

+65 6894 9567

ASTRUM

J O S M A X

1 Scotts Road #24-10, Shaw Centre, Singapore 228208 | Tel: +65 6894 9567 | info@intase.org | www.intase.org
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2019 ASIA PREMIERE

OUR SPEAKERS

Michael Fullan, O.C., is the Global Leadership Director, New Pedagogies for Deep Learning and a worldwide authority on educational reform with a mandate of helping to
achieve the moral purpose of all children learning. He currently serves as an Advisor to
the Premier and Minister of Education in Ontario. He was the former Dean of the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education of the University of Toronto. He advises policymakers and local leaders around the world. Michael Fullan received the Order of Canada in
December 2012. He holds honourary doctorates from Duquesne University, Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania; University of Edinburgh, Scotland; Newman University College, University of Leicester and Nipissing University in Canada.
Fullan is a prolific, award-winning author whose books have been published in many
languages. His book Leading in a Culture of Change was awarded the 2002 Book of the
Year Award by Learning Forward, Breakthrough (with Peter Hill and Carmel Crévola)
won the 2006 Book of the Year Award from the American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Education (AACTE), and Turnaround Leadership in Higher Education (with

EMERITUS PROFESSOR

MICHAEL
FULLAN
WORLDWIDE AUTHORITY IN
EDUCATION REFORM
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Geoff Scott) won the Bellwether Book Award in 2009. Change Wars (with Andy
Hargreaves) was awarded the 2009 Book of the Year Award by Learning Forward, and
Professional Capital (with Andy Hargreaves) won the AACTE 2013 Book of the Year, and
the Grawemeyer Award in Education in 2015. Michael Fullan’s latest books are: The
Principal: Three Keys for Maximizing Impact, Coherence: Putting the Right Drivers in
Action (with Joanne Quinn), Freedom to Change, and Indelible Leadership.

www.worldedulead.com

2019 ASIA PREMIERE

OUR SPEAKERS
CONGRESS SPEECHES
WHY SOME LEADERS SUCCEED AND OTHERS FAIL (ASIA PREMIERE)
Based Fullan’s latest book "Nuance: Why some leaders succeed and others fail”, this asia premiere keynote will take an in
depth focus on leadership showing that effective leaders get below the surface and are able to see details and patterns,
and thus accomplish deeper change. These leaders demonstrate three interrelated powerful strategies: joint determination,
adaptability, and culture-based accountability. Ten original case studies will be used to help participants identify key factors
and their role in accomplishing success. Participants will then be helped in assessing their own strengths and weaknesses
as leaders. This session will be for education leaders at all levels of the system.

SYSTEM CHANGE: TRANSFORMING WHOLE SYSTEMS

EMERITUS PROFESSOR

MICHAEL
FULLAN
WORLDWIDE AUTHORITY IN
EDUCATION REFORM
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Based on Fullan's latest book “System Change: The Devil is in the Details” and his work with whole state systems in Ontario,
California, Victoria and analysis of system change across OECD and other systems, this asia premiere keynote will show why
existing schooling is no longer adequate for preparing students for the current world; that literacy, numeracy and even
university graduation themselves will not be sufficient for surviving in the 21st century. Ideas and strategies for transforming whole systems will be presented. The keynote will examine the dynamics of successful system change across local,
regional, and central levels of the system. This session will be of interest to system leaders at the state level, and teacher and
principal leaders at the school level.

OUR SPEAKERS
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2019 ASIA PREMIERE

MASTERCLASS
LEADERSHIP FOR DEEP LEARNING: ENGAGING AND
CHANGING THE WORLD
This asia premiere workshop is based on Fullan's work in eight countries and his latest book “Deep learning: Engage the
World, Change the World”. Dr. Fullan will show how current schooling is increasingly ineffective for the majority of students
in most countries. The workshop will focus on global competencies that we call the 6Cs: character, citizenship, collaboration, communication, creativity and critical thinking. These in turn will be linked to transformations in teaching and learning
consisting of four pillars of learning: engaging pedagogies, learning partnerships, learning environments, and leveraging
digital. School and system conditions for achieving the transformation will be examined.
The workshop is strongly interactive with videos, tools and rubrics used to transform learning. The session will also identify
six powerful ‘emerging discoveries’ that alter learning and provide a basis for addressing inequity, and engaging all students
in meaningful learning that enable them to participate effectively as citizens in an increasingly complex world.
(This session is for teachers and other leaders at all levels of the system: classroom teachers, principals, district and network
leaders, and system leaders. It will be of direct interest for students and parents).
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OUR SPEAKERS

www.worldedulead.com

Pasi Sahlberg is widely recognised as a global leader in education policy. He is a Finnish
educator and author who has worked as schoolteacher, teacher educator, researcher,
and policy advisor in Finland and has studied education systems, analysed education
policies, and advised education reforms around the world. He has written and spoken
widely about these topics, his book “Finnish Lessons 2.0: What Can the World Learn from
Educational Change in Finland” won the 2013 Grawemeyer Award for an idea that has
potential to change the world.
He is also a recipient of the 2012 Education Award in Finland, the 2014 Robert Owen
Award in Scotland, the 2016 Lego Prize, and Rockefeller Foundation Bellagio Resident
Fellowship in 2017. He is a former senior education specialist at the World Bank, a lead
education expert at the European Training Foundation, a director general at the
Finland’s Ministry of Education, and a visiting Professor of Practice at Harvard University.
He chairs the Open Society Foundations’ Education Board and is a member of the
PROFESSOR
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Governing Board of the University of Oulu and the International Council of Education
Advisors (ICEA) for the Scottish Government. His recent books are “Hard Questions on
Global Educational Change”, “Empowered Educators in Finland” and “FinnishED Leadership: Four Big, Inexpensive Ideas to Transform Education”. He is currently a professor of
education policy at the Gonski Institute for Education, University of New South Wales in
Sydney, Australia.

www.worldedulead.com

OUR SPEAKERS
CONGRESS SPEECHES
BUILDING GOOD SCHOOLS FOR EACH AND EVERY CHILD: WHAT
IS EQUITY IN EDUCATION AND WHY IT MATTERS?
For a long time, equity remained a rarely discussed theme in global educational policy and reform debates. It was only in the
early 2010s when international organizations and national education systems began to add equity in their mainstream
education strategies and programmes. This presentation takes a historical look at the role of equity in education and through
international comparative data shows what equity is in education and why all educators should care about as an important
element of improving children’s learning. The presentation offers practical ideas for educators and others to enhance equity
and thereby excellence in every school.

URBAN LEGENDS ABOUT EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT

PROFESSOR
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WORLD LEADER IN EDUCATION
POLICY & FINNISH EDUCATION
SYSTEM EXPERT
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International comparisons of education systems have led many of us wonder why Singapore and Finland have so much
better performing school systems than the rest. Or why some countries are struggling to improve their students’ learning in
school? Today we know much better what explains good school performance and success of some education systems. But,
at the same time, policy-makers, school leaders and parents are surrounded by ideas about how to make schools better
that often have only a little to do with available research evidence. This presentation explores some harmful ideas and
myths about educational improvement and then offers some solid, research-based ideas to participants instead. Examples
include those found in Finland, Australia and the United States.

OUR SPEAKERS
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MASTERCLASS
CURIOSITY, CREATIVITY AND PLAY: HOW EDUCATION CAN BE
REDESIGNED TO ENHANCE THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION?
Current transition from industrial and technological societies and economies towards co-creation, co-design and technological innovation requires full reimagining of education. We need to reclaim human capabilities and recognition of potential
that each and every student has in doing this.
Curiosity needs to become the core currency in teaching and learning. Creativity should be more than just a buzz word as it
has been until now. And we need to restore play back to schools and universities as well. Students learn by exploring, discovering, practicing and experimenting with life, without punishment or penalty, with freedom and encouragement. Play, both
intellectual and physical, is critical for the healthy growth and learning.
This masterclass focuses on how to reimagine education at all levels through curiosity, creativity and play. It looks at how
students learn and what is the role of play in learning. It provides participants with a global view to the state of creativity and
play in education systems and engages them through personal experience and wisdom to work on practical models and
methods to restore these new qualities into learning in school and beyond.
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SMALL DATA FOR TRANSFORMATIONAL CHANGE:
PROFESSIONALISM, COLLABORATION AND TRUST IN
SCHOOL LEADERSHIP
Schools and entire education systems are increasingly governed by numbers: statistics, achievement tests, and surveys
provide stockpiles of data to be used in leadership. More recent arrival of digital devices and learning analytics in schools
enable big data solution be used at the school level. This masterclass looks at some key concepts related to big data in
education and ask participants to explore questions such as:
- What does big data in schools look like?
- Can big data make education better?
- What is small data and how can it help educational leadership?
This masterclass has practical approach to these topics and it invites participants to exchange their experiences and views
about datafication of education with their peers.

OUR SPEAKERS
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Carol Ann Tomlinson is recognised as one of the world’s leading authority on differentiated learning. Her career as an educator includes 21 years as a public school teacher, 12
years as a program administrator of special services for struggling and advanced learners. She was Virginia's Teacher of the Year in 1974. More recently, she has been a faculty
member at the University of Virginia's Curry School of Education, where she is currently
William Clay Parrish Jr. Professor and Chair of Educational Leadership, Foundations, and
Policy. Also at UVa., she is Co-Director of the University's Institutes on Academic Diversity. She was named Outstanding Professor at Curry School of Education in 2004 and
received an All University Teaching Award in 2008. Special interests throughout her
career have included curriculum and instruction for struggling and advanced learners,
effective instruction in heterogeneous settings, and encouraging creative and critical
thinking in the classroom.
Carol is a reviewer for eight journals and is author of over 200 articles, book chapters,
books, and other professional development materials. For ASCD, she has authored
PROFESSOR
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several books including How to Differentiate Instruction in Mixed-ability Classrooms
and The Differentiated Classroom: Responding to the Needs of all Learners and professional inquiry kit on differentiation. Recently, she co-authored a book with Jay McTighe
titled Integrating Differentiated Instruction and Understanding by Design: Connecting
Content and Kids and with Kay Brimijoin and Lane Narvaez co-authored The Differentiated School: Making Revolutionary Change for Teaching and Learning. For Corwin
Press, she is co-author of The Parallel Curriculum Model: A Design to Develop High
Potential and Challenge High Ability Learners. Carol's books on differentiation have
been translated into 12 languages. She works throughout the U. S. and abroad with
teachers whose goal is to develop more responsive heterogeneous classrooms.

www.worldedulead.com

OUR SPEAKERS
CONGRESS SPEECHES
THE POWER OF STUDENT VOICE: A CASE FOR
EFFECTIVE DIFFERENTIATION
It’s easy in conversations about teaching and learning to lose the voices of the young people we teach—and dangerous
when that happens. If we cultivate the habit of studying our students as faithfully as we study the content we teach, we begin
to understand them as three-dimensional human beings whose stories are key to teaching them successfully. In this session,
we’ll take a look at some writing from students of varied ages to understand how they see school and what counsel they
would give teachers and educational leaders about the needs they bring to school with them and the kinds of classrooms
that address those needs effectively.

NAVIGATING AND OVERCOMING CHALLENGES OF
DIFFERENTIATION AT SYSTEMIC LEVELS
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Teaching is difficult. Good teaching is very difficult. Teaching that response to student variance is more difficult still. This
keynote will examine a number of reasons why teachers find it difficult to differentiate instruction. Understanding teacher
barriers to implementing quality differentiation should guide leaders in more effectively supporting teacher growth. The
keynote should also help educational leaders answer the question, “Is differentiation worth the effort it requires of teachers
and educational leaders?

OUR SPEAKERS
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MASTERCLASS
LEADING FOR DIFFERENTIATION: DESIGNING EDUCATION THAT
MAXIMISES EVERY STUDENT'S LEARNING POTENTIAL
Extensive research and classroom experience provide a basis for understanding the practices of school leaders who bring
about schoolwide change that positively impacts learning outcomes for the full range of students. In this session, we’ll
examine ten research-based principles or guidelines for school leaders who want to develop schools that maximize the
learning potential of all students. We’ll look at issues like tapping into teacher motivation, how to get started with leading for
differentiation, how to provide personalized feedback to teachers, how to support teacher growth in differentiation, how to
engage teachers in meaningful conversations about differentiation, and why it matters to differentiate for teachers.
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OUR SPEAKERS
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Dr. Tracey Tokuhama-Espinosa, is a professor at the Harvard University Extension School and teaches a
course entitled The Neuroscience of Learning: An Introduction to Mind, Brain, Health and Education Science
and is currently an educational researcher affiliated with the Latin American Social Science Research Faculty
(FLACSO) in Quito, Ecuador. She is a former member of the Organisation For Economic Co-Operation and
Development (OECD, Paris) expert panel to redefine Teachers’ New Pedagogical Knowledge due to contributions from Technology and Neuroscience.Her office seeks to improve the quality of education through
research, teacher training and student support. Tracey’s vision is to better the social, democratic and
economic structures of countries through a better educated population. She strongly believes in the active
role of universities as change agents to influence public policy. She is a Professor of Education and Neuropsychology and has extensive experience in online education and is the former Director of Online Learning
at the Universidad San Francisco de Quito.
She is the founder of Connections: The Learning Sciences Platform, which provides evidence-based
resources to teachers. Tracey is an Associate Editor of the Nature Partner Journal, Sciences of Learning.
Tracey has written eight books on the field of Mind, Brain, and Education science and specializes in the field
of multilingualism.
Tracey works with schools and has presented research in 28 countries around the world (Argentina, Austra-
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lia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, France, Germany, Hungary, Iran,
Israel, Italy, Japan, Mexico, The Netherlands, Norway, Panama, Peru, Puerto Rico, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, the United Kingdom, and the USA). She has more than 26 years of teaching, administrative
and research experience and believes firmly in the power of a single teacher to change many lives.
Her current research focuses on the integration of Mind, Brain, and Education science into teachers’ daily
practice and professional development; changes in curriculum to enhance early math and pre-literacy skills;
and the leveraging of technology to enhance learning outcomes.
Tracey’s main areas of research are improved indicators to measure educational quality; the expansion of
the Mind, Brain, and Education field; learning in the digital age and paradigm shifts using appropriate
technologies; bilingualism and multilingualism; and the general improvement of teacher education
practices. Tracey works with governments, NGOs, international, private and public schools and other
organizations dedicated to improving education.

www.worldedulead.com

OUR SPEAKERS
CONGRESS SPEECHES
THE FIVE PILLARS OF THE MIND: REIMAGINING EDUCATION TO
MAXIMISE LEARNING
There are many bold decisions we can take to change the direction of education to better respond to modern expectations of schools, teachers and
learning experiences. While there have been improvements in classroom management techniques, activities and strategies for teaching and
learning, and the invention of new tools to facilitate and personalize our work with children, there have been little or no changes to the basic school
curriculum. For roughly the past 200 years, the same subject-based curriculum exists in nearly the same form all around the world. Nearly all
countries, from Australia to China, France, the US, Japan, Italy and Singapore all teach some form of Language, Math, Science, History/Civics,
Health/Physical Education, and Art (and some also have a second or third language requirement, vocational education programs and instruction
in TICs).
After a thorough review of the neuroscience literature in early childhood education in 2013, it was found that everything needed to learn early
math or pre-literacy skills could be categorized as one or more “pillars”. Each pillar correlated with a specific network and its growth can be
measured and documented. The pillars are, and by extension, all learning is, either a (1) symbol; (b) a pattern; (3) an expression of order; (4) a
relationship or (5) a category. For example, in language, symbols include the letters and punctuation marks; the patterns include the rules used to
conjugate verbs in the past tense. Order is expressed in grammatical structures. Relationships can be seen in subject-verb agreements. Categories
include the way we can divide words into nouns, adjectives, verbs and so on. Between 2014-2018 all current school subjects were plotted onto the
pillars structure and it was found that everything a human can learn, including all current subject areas in school, can be explained by the five pillars
in this new, neuroconstructivist, learning trajectory design. This keynote will explain the evidence for the Five Pillars of the Mind and suggest ways
this can disrupt current educational practices, leading to a more natural way of teaching and learning in our classrooms.
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PEDAGOGICAL KNOWLEDGE AND THE CHANGING NATURE OF
TEACHING: HOW NEUROSCIENCE IS CHANGING EDUCATION
In 2016, 40 thought leaders from 11 different countries agreed on the guiding Principles, Tenets and Goals of Mind, Brain and Education science
(Tokuhama-Espinosa, 2017). This group also agreed, however, that there were more myths on the educational landscape than ever before.
Howard-Jones’ research (2014) shows that more than 50% of teachers around the world mistakenly believe in neuromyths which can potentially do
harm in the classroom. In 2017, the OECD published recommendations for the new pedagogical knowledge needed by teachers as the teaching
profession changes to adapt to new societal needs (Guerrero, 2017). This presentation will share the six (6) things that are “true” about all brains as
they learn (Principles); 21 things that are “true” but with a great range of human variation (Tenets), and over 70 Neuromyths that need to be wiped
from the repertoire of teacher knowledge as they “do harm” in educational settings. The experts concurred that a prerequisite to learning the
Principles and Tenets in Mind, Brain, and Education teaching is to first understand and to avoid the Neuromyths. This same message has been
echoed in more than three hundred academic papers, but to date, few professional development programs or teaching colleges train teachers on
how to avoid neuromyths. Neuromyths are a challenge in teacher education not only because they are rarely explicitly taught, but also because
teachers seldom learn enough research skills in their professional preparation to avoid them without direct instruction. The lack of scientific literacy
on the part of teachers leaves them vulnerable to the barrage of popular press headlines that sound alluring, but which have little evidence behind
them. Do people really use only 10% of their brains, adhere to learning style preferences and are either right or left-brain dominant? Are boys’ and
girls' brains differently equipped for different functions? Do Omega-3, green tea and ginseng really improve learning? Is technology really ruining
our brains? The evolving profile of the modern teacher is complex and requires new competencies, including the ability judge the quality of
educational research in order to avoid the belief in neuromyths. This presentation will highlight 70+ myths on the educational landscape and guide
participants in ways to avoid them and scrutinize the research.
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MASTERCLASS
THE SCIENCE IN THE ART OF TEACHING: INFORMATION FROM
NEUROSCIENCE THAT CAN HELP TEACHING
Current transition from industrial and technological societies and economies towards co-creation, co-design and technological innovation requires full reimagining of education. We need to reclaim human capabilities and recognition of potential
that each and every student has in doing this.
Curiosity needs to become the core currency in teaching and learning. Creativity should be more than just a buzz word as it
has been until now. And we need to restore play back to schools and universities as well. Students learn by exploring, discovering, practicing and experimenting with life, without punishment or penalty, with freedom and encouragement. Play, both
intellectual and physical, is critical for the healthy growth and learning.
This masterclass focuses on how to reimagine education at all levels through curiosity, creativity and play. It looks at how
students learn and what is the role of play in learning. It provides participants with a global view to the state of creativity and
play in education systems and engages them through personal experience and wisdom to work on practical models and
methods to restore these new qualities into learning in school and beyond.

PROFESSOR

TRACEY

TOKUHAMA-ESPINOSA
INTERNATIONAL EXPERT ON
NEUROSCIENCE OF LEARNING

MIND, BRAIN AND EDUCATION SCIENCE: REVOLUTIONARY
IDEAS TO TRANSFORM EDUCATION
Teacher leaders, administrators, principles and others in decision making position often make choices based on what has
worked in the past, data or evidence that support convictions, prior experiences, or other tried-and-true methods. However,
when confronted with the question “But why do you do that?” many respond, “That’s The Way We’ve Always Done It” (Jukes,
2013). In this masterclass, we want to consider how decision making can also be informed by Mind, Brain, and Education
science, specifically focusing on six guides: Who, What, When, Where, Why and How learning occurs.
Specifically, we will explore six big bold decisions in education that shape the potential for better teaching and learning
outcomes:
Who: Why do we divide classrooms by age? (Why not experience?)
What: Why do we teach the same topics as 200 years ago when needs have changed? (Why not the Five Pillars?)
When: Why do we start the school day so early? Why do we go to school nine or ten months out of the year then rest for two
to three months? (Why not year-round schooling and flexible start times?)
Where: Why is face-to-face still the norm in schools? (Why not leverage technology more?)
Why: Why do we use grades as a sign of achievement? (Why not use Mastery Learning?)
How: Why do we grade students with standardized tests? (Why not use e-portfolios throughout a student’s academic life?)
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OUR SPEAKERS

Dr. Howard M. Knoff, (Howie) is the creator and Director of Project ACHIEVE, and an internationally-known innovator
and hands-on practitioner in the areas of:
> District/School Success, Continuous Improvement, and Turn-Around (ESEA/ESSA)
> Strategic Planning, Organizational Development, and Shared Leadership (Committees/PLCs)
> School Discipline, Classroom Management, and Student Self-Management (PBIS/SEL/PBSS)
> Special Education (IDEA) Planning and Implementation: Multi-Tiered (MTSS/RtI) Services and Supports for
Academically Struggling and Behaviorally Challenging Students
> Curricular Alignment, Differentiated Instruction, and Academic Interventions for Struggling Students
> Social, Emotional, and Behavioral (Social Skills) Instruction, and Strategic/Intensive Interventions for Challenging
Students
Over the past 30+ years, Howie has implemented Project ACHIEVE components in thousands of schools or
districts—training in every state in the country. He has also been awarded over $21 million in federal, state, or
foundation grants for this work. Awarded grants include: Safe Schools/Healthy Students, School Climate Transformation, Elementary and Secondary Counseling, Safe and Drug-Free School, and MetLife grants.
Howie served as the Director of the State Improvement Grant (SIG)/State Personnel Development Grant (SPDG) for
the Arkansas Department of Education—Special Education Unit from 2003 through 2015. Here, he was directly
responsible to the state's Special Education Director, and his Project ACHIEVE program was the foundation for the
state's PBIS, Multi-Tiered Services (MTSS), and school improvement process (for all Focus schools).

DR.

HOWIE
KNOFF

INTERNATIONALLY-ACCLAIMED
INNOVATOR ON SCHOOL REFORM

Before his work in Arkansas, Howie was a university professor for 22 years (leaving as a tenured Full Professor) at two
research institutions—the University of South Florida (USF) in Tampa, and the State University of New York at Albany.
At USF, he was the Director of the School Psychology Program for 12 years, and he established and directed its
Institute for School Reform, Integrated Services, and Child Mental Health and Educational Policy for over a decade.
Dr. Knoff received his Ph.D. degree from Syracuse University in 1980, and has worked as a practitioner, consultant,
licensed private psychologist, and university professor since 1978. He has authored or co-authored 18 books,
published over 100 articles and book chapters, and delivered more than 4,000 papers and workshops in the U.S. and
abroad. He worked with the Department of Defense Dependents School District during Desert Storm in 1991, has
collaborated with the Southern Poverty Law Center, and has been an expert witness in federal and state court
innumerable times, largely representing special education and other students in need.
A recipient of the Lightner Witmer Award from the American Psychological Association's School Psychology Division
for early career contributions in 1990, Dr. Knoff also is a Fellow of that Division, a Nationally Certified School Psychologist, a Licensed Psychologist in Arkansas, and he has been trained in both crisis intervention and mediation
processes. Frequently interviewed by the media, Dr. Knoff has been on the NBC Nightly News, numerous television
and radio talk shows, and he was highlighted on an ABC News' 20/20 program "Being Teased, Taunted, and Bullied."
Finally, Dr. Knoff was the 21st President of the National Association of School Psychologists which represents over
25,000 school psychologists nationwide.
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OUR SPEAKERS
CONGRESS SPEECHES
SEVEN EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES TO SYSTEMIC SUCCESS
IN SCHOOLS
This presentation will describe an evidence-based school improvement blueprint and process that has been implemented in thousands of
schools over the past 35+ years. It is organized around the “Seven Sure Solutions to Systemic Success.” Each of the Seven Sure Solutions has a
series of BIG IDEAs that guide the conceptual and pragmatic approach to services for all students, staff, and schools. In total, the Seven Sure
Solutions focus on:
Solution 1—Strategic Planning and Organizational Development
Solution 2—Community and Family Involvement and Outreach
Solution 3—Staff Cohesion, Consultation, Shared Leadership, and Teaming
Solution 4—Professional Development, Supervision, Coaching, and Accountability
Solution 5—Positive Academic Supports and Services (Effective Academic Curriculum, Instruction and Multi-Tiered Interventions)
Solution 6—Positive Behavioral Support Systems (Effective School Discipline, Classroom Management, Student Self-Management, and
Multi-Tiered Interventions for Behaviorally Challenging Students)
Solution 7—Multi-tiered Services, Supports, Strategies, and Interventions
The characteristics and content within each of these Seven Solutions will be described in detail, from needs assessment, resource development, strategic planning, and implementation and evaluation perspectives. With a focus on student outcomes, the discussion will include staff,
schools, and implementation fidelity outcomes, and how the Solutions have been adapted for different school and community nuances.
Case examples will be liberally shared, and audience participation will be encouraged.
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INTERNATIONALLY-ACCLAIMED
INNOVATOR ON SCHOOL REFORM

THE SEVEN C’S OF SUCCESS: STRENGTHENING STAFF
RELATIONSHIPS TO ENSURE STUDENT SUCCESS
While there are any number of scientifically-based approaches to help us make schools more effective, what really determines the success of
students, staff, schools, and districts? Ultimately, it is all about the people in those settings, how they get along, and whether or not they
function as a team.
A team is “a highly communicative group of people with different backgrounds, skills, and abilities with a common purpose who are working
together to achieve clearly defined goals.” There is a difference between a “team” and a “work-group.” While teams are able to work together
under both calm and challenging circumstances, work-groups often disintegrate at the first sign of storm or stress. Indeed, teams have
characteristics and processes, developed over time, that help them to be successful.
This presentation will introduce the “Seven C’s of Success.” These are the processes that help teams to be successful, and that work-groups need
to develop. The “Seven C’s” are: Communication, Caring, Commitment, Collaboration, Consultation, Consistency, and Celebration. Each of these
elements will be described and discussed in detail in the context of individual professionals, school-based teams, and larger systems like
schools and districts. Examples of the successful and unsuccessful use of these elements will be addressed. And, the audience will be
encouraged to share their own positive and negative examples.
In the end, this presentation will emphasize that “process guides content.” That is, even the best, evidence-based approaches, strategies, and
interventions in our schools are implemented by people. If the professionals doing the implementation are not working with the Seven C’s,
they either will not be successful, or their success will take so much time and effort that they will likely give up in the process.

OUR SPEAKERS
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MASTERCLASS
HELPING HATTIE WORK: TRANSLATING META-ANALYSIS INTO
MEANINGFUL STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES
In Visible Learning, Dr. John Hattie described 138 rank ordered influences on student learning and achievement based on a synthesis of more
than 800 meta-studies covering more than 80 million students. In his subsequent research, the list of effects was expanded (in Visible Learning
for Teachers), and now (2016), the list—based on more than 1,200 meta-studies— includes 195 effects and six “super-factors.” All of this
research reflects one of the largest integrations of “what works best in education” available.
Despite this phenomenal research, many educators do not fully understand what goes into a meta-analysis—instead, taking Hattie’s results
literally, and then implementing a selected version of the effect that appears to correlate with student achievement. This presentation will
discuss the various decisions that go into the step in conducting a meta-analysis, and what the effect size results actually mean. The difference
between a correlational and a causal result will then be explored, and the potential research biases that are inherent in the meta-analytic
process will be detailed. Finally, and most comprehensively, the most critical “jump” needed in implementing meta- analytic results will be
addressed: The fact that just because we know—from the results of a meta-analysis—that a program, strategy, or intervention significantly
impacts student learning, we do not necessarily know the implementation steps that were in the research studies used to calculate the
significant effect . . . and we cannot assume that all or most of the studies used in the analysis use the same implementation steps.
Based on this point, the majority of the presentation will be spent in looking at how to implement, step-by-step, some of the “Top Twenty”
approaches that have the strongest effects on student learning and achievement—based on Hattie’s research. These step-by-step discussions
will be based on the studies that Hattie used in calculating his effect sizes, and the knowledge—based on extensive implementation in the
field—as to which studies with which methodologies will have the greatest practical success in the classroom, within a school, and supported
at the district level.
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SCHOOL REFORM: STRATEGIC PLANNING, SHARED LEADERSHIP
AND STUDENT SUCCESS
Strategic planning and organizational development are ongoing processes that have specific stages distributed across the school year. Often
tied to districts’ annual budget cycles, strategic planning focuses on the staff and skills, materials and resources, instruction and intervention,
and formative and summative evaluations needed to educate a diverse and often complex student body. Ultimately, the goal of the strategic
planning process is school, staff, and—especially— student success. Embedded in these discussions will be ways to help districts and schools
design and implement shared leadership processes. Participants will learn about:
> The characteristics of effective school and schooling, and their relationship to strategic planning, a shared leadership approach to organizing
districts and schools, and— ultimately—how this all relates to student success.
> The strategic planning process and its connection to an evidence-based blueprint identifying the essential components that lead to school
and student success.
> How to conduct needs assessments, stakeholder reviews, resource analyses, and school success audits.
> A “Shared Leadership” Blueprint for organizational, staffing, and teacher-leader success.
> How to identify strategic goals, and how to develop, implement, and evaluate successful action plans.
> The “Seven C’s” of Success: Communication, Caring, Commitment, Collaboration, Consistency, Consultation, and Celebration.
> A number of critical “business practices and perspectives” to help schools become more organizationally successful in order to become more
educationally successful.
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Lane Clark has a well-earned reputation as an expert in enabling and empowering teachers and schools to design
and deliver rigorous, engaging curriculum through powerful teaching and learning strategies. Over the last 20 years
she has spent six months of every year ‘on the road’, working directly with schools and districts, equipping educators
with the tools and strategies required to re-imagine teaching and learning and promote deep thinking and deep
learning for all students.
Over the last twenty plus years, Lane has worked with more than 100 000 educators, in 20 countries, across five
continents with the majority of her work being with schools across Australia, New Zealand and the UK as well as
working with networks of International Schools in the Middle East, Hong Kong and Taiwan.
Lane is a highly sought-after keynote speaker and workshop facilitator at national and international conferences all
over the world. She was recently a keynote presenter at the International Conference on Thinking in Spain alongside
fellow keynotes, Edward De Bono, Howard Gardner, Robert Sternberg, David Perkins and Art Costa. Lane always
receives rave reviews from conference audiences and is consistently rated as one of the top speakers at the conferences she presents at.
Lane’s Deep Thinking for Deep Learning approach to curriculum design, implementation and assessment, focuses
on teaching learners HOW to LEARN and HOW to THINK. Curriculum is contextualised in authentic learning opportunities that invite learners to USE curriculum knowledge and skills to solve problems, meet challenges or make
products that will make a difference in their lives and also in the lives of others. Through the use of visible and explicit
tools, strategies and frameworks, students are engaged, enabled and empowered to take responsible and rigorous
agency over their thinking and learning.

LANE
CLARK

LEADING STRATEGIST ON
TEACHING AND LEARNING

She has developed a suite of thinking and learning tools including an inquiry learning model (the think!nQ model)
which mirrors the ‘real life’ process of learning; two thinking frameworks (the thinkbox and thinktower) that explicitly
demonstrate for learners, the relationship between thinking skills and thinking tools; she has created nine
micro-learning process models, that include decision-making, problem-solving, authoring and designing/making;
and has developed a suite of additional thinking tools that guide deliberate and strategic skill development in the
areas of relating, hypothesizing, inferencing, generalizing, analyzing and evaluating.
Lane's Deep Thinking for Deep Learning approach is currently explored in undergraduate and graduate university
courses in four countries. Her first book is a required text for a Masters course on the teaching of thinking and
learning at Amsterdam University. Lane has written (and teaches) a Masters level course on thinking and learning for
the University of Zaragoza in Spain. She is the author of two books: ‘Where Thinking and Learning Meet’ and ‘Where
Assessment Meets Thinking and Learning’ and is in the process of writing her third, ‘Deep Thinking for Deep Learning’.
Lane's work offers a refreshing, necessary and practical approach to re-thinking and re-engineering how teachers
teach and how learners learn.
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OUR SPEAKERS
CONGRESS SPEECHES
THE FUTURE OF PEDAGOGY: LEARNING HOW TO LEARN
If it is our goal to develop ‘a vibrant and successful knowledge economy’; to see our students truly engaged in their learning, enabled and
empowered to both learn about established knowledge and as importantly to ‘do knowledge work’; if we are keen to see our learners skilled
and ready to substantively participate and contribute to their world, we need to re-think what we are doing, and how we are doing what we
are doing, in schools.
• We need to teach our kids how to learn through a comprehensive learning process that mirrors the way in which learning occurs in the outside
world so that they can take responsibility for, and control of, their own learning.
• We need to ensure that intellectual rigor, depth of knowledge and understanding, authentic, relevant, engaging and purposeful curriculum
are our priorities.
• We need to change the way learning is planned, designed, implemented, assessed and evaluated. We need to transcend our current vision of
teaching and learning for our kids and transform our practice!
In this keynote, Lane will challenge your current approach to delivering curriculum and offer a refreshing, necessary and practical approach to
re-thinking and re-engineering how teachers teach and how learners learn.

SKILFUL THINKING: EDUCATING THE LEARNING MIND

LANE
CLARK

LEADING STRATEGIST ON
TEACHING AND LEARNING

Thinking…we do it all the time. It is a natural human process. We couldn’t stop our students from thinking, even if we tried. Having said that, is
there a difference between thinking and thinking skillfully? What are the implications for our students learning, if their thinking isn’t skillful?
The importance of teaching our students how to think has been recognized globally; but how are teachers practically addressing this
mandate? To what level of depth and breadth do teachers truly understand thinking? Do they know the difference between critical and
creative thinking and do they understand the relationship between the two? Do they understand how to seamlessly infuse thinking skills into
their instructional design? Can they strategically select the most effective thinking tools to legitimately advance thinking and therefore
learning? Just as critically, how well do students understand their thinking and what is their level of cognitive responsibility?
In this keynote, Lane will explore what it means to teach students How to Think. She will explore both critical and creative thinking and what it
means to become a skillful thinker. She will de-mystify the infusion of thinking into classroom practice and will explore a practical approach to
transitioning cognitive control from the realm of the teacher to the realm of the learner. Participants WILL leave this session with greater clarity
when it comes to…learning HOW to think!

OUR SPEAKERS
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MASTERCLASS
BRAIN COMPATIBLE TEACHING FOR DEEP LEARNING
Deep learning is driven by deep thinking...What knowledge and skills do teachers need in order to make deep learning happen? It’s not simply
about using thinking tools with our learners, it about understanding how the brain processes information and then facilitating that all-important process by selecting, framing and sequencing thinking tools into the learning process in the right place and at the right time.
In this masterclass you will:
• discover how the brain processes information and what teachers can do to facilitate this all-important process
• develop knowledge and understanding of the ‘acquiring and integrating’ and ‘extending and refining’ phases of the learning process and learn
how to strategically aid learners in the acquisition, integration, extension and refinement of new learning
• develop knowledge and understanding of depth vs breadth of thinking and learn how to frame organisers; and select and sequence thinking
tools in order to deliberately deepen a learner’s thinking and therefore learning
The infusion of thinking into classroom pedagogical practice is paramount because quality learning is dependent on quality thinking. Develop
your knowledge and understanding of deep thinking, so that you can enable and empower your learners to develop theirs!

TRANSFORMING ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION IN
YOUR CLASSROOM

LANE
CLARK

LEADING STRATEGIST ON
TEACHING AND LEARNING

A symbiotic relationship exists between thinking, learning and criterion-based formative and summative assessment and evaluation. Criteria,
void of thinking, result in little more than quantity statements and/or statements of subjective quality language. Neither stretches the learner
in his performance, and the latter results in confusion and often a need for moderation. When a learner is provided with criteria, but is not given
the opportunity to develop deep knowledge and understanding of their elements through the infusion of the learning process, the criteria use
is compromised and the end result becomes so much less than it could be. It’s about the thinking process. It’s about the learning process. It’s
about the relationship between assessment, thinking and learning. Indeed – it’s where assessment meets thinking and learning! Would you
like to design criteria that embeds rigor and promotes the development of deep knowledge and deep understanding? Would you like to
design completely objective criteria, which guarantees consistent judgments? Would you like to create criteria, which meet the personalized
needs of your learners? Would you like your learners to independently self assess, evaluate, set, monitor and prove goals against evidence?
Would you like to transform your current assessment practices? If you answered yes to any of these questions then this workshop is for you!
In this workshop session you will:
• develop your understanding of the 'critical characteristics of criteria'
• develop your understanding of content, skill and process criteria as three distinctly diﬀerent types of criteria
• develop your understanding of check-lists, rubrics and developmental progressions
•develop your understanding of how to guide your learners in their independent use of criteria• address and alleviate concerns /challenges
associated with criteria use
• explore the relationship between thinking and learning, assessment and evaluation
• explore a process which guides learners toward the independent development- of criteria
• apply your newly acquired knowledge to evaluate criteria you have previously made or used and modify it to reflect your new learning
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C O N G R E SS P R O G R A M

CATCH WORLD-CLASS RADICAL IDEAS BEHIND HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL EDUCATION REFORMS AND BEST PRACTICES
Designed to introduce big radical ideas behind successful worldwide educational reforms, the WORLD EDULEAD Congress (2-day event) is made up of 12 inspiring and powerful presentations delivered by some of the most eminent speakers in education today. In the past years, the congress had drawn and inspired thousands of educators, school leaders and policy makers to
bring a paradigm shift in leading and redefining future education.
Registration fees includes 1 delegate's handbook, 1 lunch and teabreak receptions.

17 APRIL 2019 | 9AM - 5PM
0845 - 0900

MORNING REGISTRATION

0900 - 0915

OPENING ADDRESS

0915 - 1030

1030 - 1100

1100 - 1215

1215 - 1315

1030 - 1100

NETWORKING LUNCH

1545 - 1615

PANEL DISCUSSION

1315 - 1430

DR. HOWIE KNOFF
THE SEVEN C’S OF SUCCESS: STRENGTHENING STAFF
RELATIONSHIPS TO ENSURE STUDENT SUCCESS

1315 - 1430

DR. MICHAEL FULLAN
SYSTEM CHANGE: TRANSFORMING WHOLE SYSTEMS
(ASIA PREMIERE)

1545 - 1615

AFTERNOON TEABREAK

1315 - 1430

DR. TRACEY TOKUHAMA-ESPINOSA
PEDAGOGICAL KNOWLEDGE AND THE CHANGING
NATURE OF TEACHING: HOW NEUROSCIENCE IS
CHANGING EDUCATION

1700

END OF DAY 1

DR. HOWIE KNOFF
SEVEN EVIDENCE-BASED STRATEGIES TO SYSTEMIC
SUCCESS IN SCHOOLS

MORNING TEABREAK

DR. MICHAEL FULLAN
WHY SOME LEADERS SUCCEED AND OTHERS FAIL
(ASIA PREMIERE)

DR. TRACEY TOKUHAMA-ESPINOSA
THE FIVE PILLARS OF THE MIND: REIMAGINING
EDUCATION TO MAXIMISE LEARNING

All info on this brochure is accurate as of 8 Jan 2019. Pls refer to www.worldedulead.com for updates.
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C O N G R E SS P R O G R A M

CATCH WORLD-CLASS RADICAL IDEAS BEHIND HIGHLY SUCCESSFUL EDUCATION REFORMS AND BEST PRACTICES
Designed to introduce big radical ideas behind successful worldwide educational reforms, the WORLD EDULEAD Congress (2-day event) is made up of 12 inspiring and powerful presentations delivered by some of the most eminent speakers in education today. In the past years, the congress had drawn and inspired thousands of educators, school leaders and policy makers to
bring a paradigm shift in leading and redefining future education.
Registration fees includes 1 delegate's handbook, 1 lunch and teabreak receptions.

18 APRIL 2019 | 9AM - 5PM
0845 - 0900

MORNING REGISTRATION

0900 - 0915

OPENING ADDRESS

0915 - 1030

1030 - 1100

NETWORKING LUNCH

1545 - 1615

PANEL DISCUSSION

1315 - 1430
DR. PASI SAHLBERG
BUILDING GOOD SCHOOLS FOR EACH AND EVERY CHILD:
WHAT IS EQUITY IN EDUCATION AND WHY IT MATTERS?
1315 - 1430

1030 - 1100

1100 - 1215

MORNING TEABREAK

LANE CLARK
THE FUTURE OF PEDAGOGY: LEARNING HOW TO LEARN

1545 - 1615

1315 - 1430
1215 - 1315

DR. CAROL ANN TOMLINSON
THE POWER OF STUDENT VOICE: A CASE
FOR EFFECTIVE DIFFERENTIATION
1700

All info on this brochure is accurate as of 8 Jan 2019. Pls refer to www.worldedulead.com for updates.

DR. PASI SAHLBERG
URBAN LEGENDS ABOUT EDUCATIONAL IMPROVEMENT

LANE CLARK
SKILFUL THINKING: EDUCATING THE LEARNING MIND

AFTERNOON TEABREAK

DR. CAROL ANN TOMLINSON
NAVIGATING AND OVERCOMING CHALLENGES OF
DIFFERENTIATION AT SYSTEMIC LEVELS

END OF DAY 2
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M AST E R C L ASS P R O G R A M

APPLY PROVEN PRINCIPLES TO A DEEPER LEVEL WITH OUR RENOWNED SPEAKERS
Specially designed for education professionals and leaders, these single-day masterclasses promise to deliver in-depth understanding and vigorous exchange of ideas in the most in-demand
topics of education.
Spend one whole day with one of our world-class presenters recognized for their outstanding work internationally for their school reformation efforts.
Please note that each delegate is allowed to choose only 1 out of the masterclass topics below for each day.
Individual registration fees include 1 delegate's handbook, 1 networking lunch and teabreak receptions.

15 APRIL 2019 | 9AM - 5PM
MASTERCLASS BY DR. MICHAEL FULLAN

LEADERSHIP FOR DEEP LEARNING: ENGAGING AND CHANGING THE
WORLD (ASIA PREMIERE) (1ST RUN)*

MASTERCLASS BY DR. PASI SAHLBERG

CURIOSITY, CREATIVITY AND PLAY: HOW EDUCATION CAN BE
REDESIGNED TO ENHANCE THE 4TH INDUSTRIAL REVOLUTION?

MASTERCLASS BY DR. TRACEY TOKUHAMA-ESPINOSA

THE SCIENCE IN THE ART OF TEACHING: INFORMATION FROM
NEUROSCIENCE THAT CAN HELP TEACHING

All info on this brochure is accurate as of 8 Jan 2019. Pls refer to www.worldedulead.com for updates.

MASTERCLASS BY DR. HOWIE KNOFF

HELPING HATTIE WORK: TRANSLATING META-ANALYSIS INTO
MEANINGFUL STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES

MASTERCLASS BY LANE CLARK

BRAIN COMPATIBLE TEACHING FOR DEEP LEARNING
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M AST E R C L ASS P R O G R A M

APPLY PROVEN PRINCIPLES TO A DEEPER LEVEL WITH OUR RENOWNED SPEAKERS
Specially designed for education professionals and leaders, these single-day masterclasses promise to deliver in-depth understanding and vigorous exchange of ideas in the most in-demand
topics of education.
Spend one whole day with one of our world-class presenters recognized for their outstanding work internationally for their school reformation efforts.
Please note that each delegate is allowed to choose only 1 out of the masterclass topics below for each day.
Individual registration fees include 1 delegate's handbook, 1 networking lunch and teabreak receptions.

16 APRIL 2019 | 9AM - 5PM
MASTERCLASS BY DR. MICHAEL FULLAN

LEADERSHIP FOR DEEP LEARNING: ENGAGING AND CHANGING THE
WORLD (ASIA PREMIERE) (2ND RUN)*

MASTERCLASS BY DR. PASI SAHLBERG

SMALL DATA FOR BIG CHANGE: PROFESSIONALISM, COLLABORATION
AND TRUST IN SCHOOL LEADERSHIP

MASTERCLASS BY DR. TRACEY TOKUHAMA-ESPINOSA

MIND, BRAIN AND EDUCATION SCIENCE: REVOLUTIONARY IDEAS TO
TRANSFORM EDUCATION

All info on this brochure is accurate as of 8 Jan 2019. Pls refer to www.worldedulead.com for updates.

MASTERCLASS BY DR. HOWIE KNOFF

SCHOOL REFORM: STRATEGIC PLANNING, SHARED LEADERSHIP, AND
STUDENT SUCCESS

MASTERCLASS BY LANE CLARK

TRANSFORMING ASSESSMENT AND EVALUATION IN YOUR CLASSROOM

MASTERCLASS BY DR. CAROL ANN TOMLINSON

LEADING FOR DIFFERENTIATION: DESIGNING EDUCATION THAT
MAXIMISES EVERY STUDENT'S LEARNING POTENTIAL

